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Figure 1: Our AsyncReality system volumetrically captures physical events and allows immersed users to experience those
events in an asynchronous yet causally-accurate manner. (1) The user is immersed inside a virtual replica of his real office and
uses his physical mouse and keyboard to interact with virtual displays. (2) A coworker enters the room and leaves a spoken
message while placing an object on the table, but the user had activated Focus Mode, so AsyncReality conceals any visual and
auditory sensations from him. (3) After he completes his task, he discovers an artifact on the table and approaches it, which
(4) triggers the playback of the captured event. (5) When the playback finishes, the user can interact with the real object.

ABSTRACT
Mixed Reality is gaining interest as a platform for collaboration
and focused work to a point where it may supersede current office
settings in future workplaces. At the same time, we expect that
interaction with physical objects and face-to-face communication
will remain crucial for future work environments, which is a particular challenge in fully immersive Virtual Reality. In this work, we
reconcile those requirements through a user’s individual Asynchronous Reality, which enables seamless physical interaction across
time. When a user is unavailable, e.g., focused on a task or in a
call, our approach captures co-located or remote physical events
in real-time, constructs a causality graph of co-dependent events,
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and lets immersed users revisit them at a suitable time in a causally
accurate way. Enabled by our system AsyncReality, we present a
workplace scenario that includes walk-in interruptions during a
person’s focused work, physical deliveries, and transient spoken
messages. We then generalize our approach to a use-case agnostic
concept and system architecture. We conclude by discussing the
implications of an Asynchronous Reality for future offices.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Mixed Reality (MR) has reached the mainstream market and is
capable of creating immersive worlds and a strong sense of presence. Today, such technologies can also be found outside controlled
laboratories, i.e., in users’ homes and offices [13] and even in collaborative multi-user settings [14]. Collaborative interfaces based
on Augmented Reality (AR) work particularly well when sharing
physical space while interacting with virtual contents, e.g., in the
same space and time [1] or in the same space, but at a different
time [34]. Virtual Reality (VR) enables collaborators to interact in a
shared virtual environment (VE), e.g., to communicate across space
and time [5]. Combining such VR technology with RGB-D camera
networks [15, 33, 66] creates intriguing opportunities for incorporating the physical space around the user [23] or even perceptually
modifying it [37]—enabling new types of reality.
In this paper, we explore the Asynchronous Reality concept, a
physically-accurate perception of the real world that modifies the
user’s perceived flow of time. In such a reality, we can control when
a real event in the physical world happens. This way, users can mute
real events (e.g., when being immersed in a task) and delay them to
a suitable time in their workflow. Figure 1.1 shows an example of
an Asynchronous Reality. Here, an immersed user is working on a
task. He activates Focus Mode, which causes our system to block
all external sensations and thus potential distractions—including
events such as a person delivering an object (Figure 1.2). For the
immersed user, such an asynchronous event only unfolds when
approaching the object (Figure 1.3). Importantly, by playing back
the event (Figure 1.4), we preserve all the transient information tied
to the delivered object, e.g., spoken comments or instructions by
the person delivering the object. After experiencing the past event,
the object fully enters the user’s subjective reality, thus his reality
is synchronized now (Figure 1.5).
From asynchronous messages to an asynchronous reality
Much of human communication has already been asynchronous
before modern technological advancements. Outside face-to-face
conversations, we have exchanged letters or used other message
transportation services. Only with the advent of technology, such
as the telegraph and later the telephone, have synchronous means
of remote communication increasingly replaced asynchronous messages. From that point on, asynchronous communication has been a
fallback option—not because of technical limitations, but rather due
to the unavailability of the communication partner at the moment
of initiating communication. A prominent example in early modern
society is the phone answering machine. Developments of synchronous communication technologies over a distance have flourished
since. Group calls, video teleconferencing, or even immersive VR
solutions all aim to preserve as many characteristics from face-toface communication as possible, creating the feeling of co-located
presence and communication (i.e., the peer is ‘here’). In contrast,
asynchronous communication has not become more natural in comparison. Even in the digital age, asynchronous communication is
entirely explicit. That is, the sender explicitly creates and submits
an e-mail, a video message, or a voice recording. However, an advantage is that receivers may choose when to process messages
by explicitly opening them or—to avoid being disturbed—they can
choose to mute notifications altogether. Utilizing this advantage
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of asynchronous messages, we argue that the key challenge is to
make such asynchronous communication—no matter whether over
a distance or in the same space—feel contemporaneous (i.e., the
peer is ‘now’). During daily interaction in the physical world, ‘muting’ events or delaying their reception until a later point is not
possible. Conversations in an office are inevitably synchronous,
leaving little room for implementing the tools we have grown used
to in the digital counterparts. While co-located social interaction
will always be important (likely also in future office environments),
unintended interruptions between collaborators can be counterproductive and are hence worth mitigating [6, 7, 49, 60]. For the
purpose of physical-digital realities, we thus see much potential in
immersive technologies to bring the advantages of asynchronous
communication to physical space.
With an Asynchronous Reality, we address the unavailability of
the communication peer (e.g., user in a call or focused on a task)
by seamlessly switching to asynchronous communication without changing the communication modality. We explore a future in
which immersive technology will have matured enough for productivity tasks, while interaction with physical objects and face-to-face
communication will remain as relevant as today. We investigate
how to turn the seeming contradiction between immersion and
physical interaction into an opportunity that enables seamless interaction across space and time. By creating a reality that incorporates
the physical space, but is asynchronous we bring the capabilities of
digital communication tools to real-world situations. We achieve
this through a multi-RGB-D camera network system and several
image processing steps to detect events as well as to trace and
segment changes in the room between detected events.
The contributions of our work are two-fold. First, we present
Asynchronous Reality as a general concept. Second, we implemented a system called AsyncReality as an instance of our concept.
We illustrate our immersive system in a scenario that takes place
in a holistically captured office room. We then present the key part
of our system’s architecture and implementation—a camera-based
method that automatically detects events inside the space, records
spatial modifications, and derives their causal relationships. Our
method thereby generalizes beyond the illustrated use-cases. In the
remainder of this paper, Asynchronous Reality refers to the general
concept and AsyncReality to our system (including architecture,
implementation and specific scenario).

2

RELATED WORK

Our work builds upon previous research in RGB-D camera networks, Mixed Reality and the combination of those technologies
for creating collaborative interfaces as well as new types of reality.

2.1

Collaboration in MR

MR interfaces are gaining interest as future technologies for productivity ranging from low-level input tasks [41] to collaboration [5, 26].
General CSCW research has long been concerned with classifying collaborative systems [54]. For discussing collaboration and
general multi-user interaction in MR, we will coarsely follow the
Time-Space Matrix [12, 29, 51], which contains the two orthogonal
dimensions place and time (each either same or different), i.e., combinations of co-located/remote and synchronous/asynchronous.
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2.1.1 Synchronous interaction. Several previous systems were designed for synchronous collaboration in MR [35, 52, 67]. An early
example of a synchronous—co-located MR interface is Shared space
by Billinghurst et al. [1] with which two AR users could interact
with the same virtual content in the same physical space. ShareVR
[22] allowed two users to interact synchronously but asymmetrically in the same VE, with one user experiencing it in VR and the
other via projection mapping. One Reality [55] combined various
display technologies (hand-held AR displays, HMDs) to seamlessly
transition between physical and virtual interaction while collaborating in a shared physical space. In Slice of Light [62], realities of
different co-located VR users were spatially separated, such that
one of the VR users (e.g., with a teacher role) could physically walk
in and out of the realities of the other VR users (e.g., student roles).
2.1.2 Asynchronous interaction. A common basis for asynchronous systems is the ability to record and play back users’ actions.
Lopez et al. [38] presented research on recording and (immersive)
playback of VR sessions. Knierim et al. [32] present a system that
visually slows down time for the user and then speeds up time again
to catch up with reality. Lilija et al. [36] presented an approach that
allows to use spatial information to navigate immersive animations.
Using similar recording and playback capabilities (and/or the ability
to annotate physical objects [26]), researchers previously demonstrated the potential of asynchronous collaboration in MR. Chow
et al. [5] presented a VR system that enables recording of messages
that include audio together with deictic gestures (e.g., to point to
virtual objects) within a purely virtual space so that it can be played
back at a later point by a collaborator. Systems for authoring MR
instructions use similar concepts [25, 63]. Most related are systems
that record instructions ad-hoc without any post production. For
example, Lee et al. [34] enabled users to record first-person videos
and create spatial cues so as to be played back by a different AR
user in the same space but at a different time.
In our implementation, we record real-time point clouds using
RGB-D cameras to play them back in an immersive setup following
causality-based events. While our motivation for recording and
playback is similar to previous work, the main challenge in Asynchronous Reality is not the playback itself, but how and when to
trigger event playback and in which order to play back the events.

2.2

MR and the physical environment

3D reconstruction in a broader sense has been used for a long time
to generate virtual representations of real scenes. An early example
is Virtualized Reality by Kanade et al. [30]. With the increasing
availability and quality of RGB-D cameras, many researchers have
investigated high-quality reconstruction approaches [8, 9, 28, 72].
Previous works also utilized 3D reconstruction techniques to render
parts [50] or all of the physical environment, e.g., for telepresence
[19]. With Mixed Voxel Reality [53], Regenbrecht et al. investigated
the combination of VR devices and live point cloud rendering in
terms of user experience. Lindlbauer et al. presented RemixedReality [37], which reconstructs the whole physical environment live.
The immersed user sees a version of the whole room with several space-time modifications applied (e.g., moved or copied objects). The system features immersive recording and playback of
point clouds, yet is oblivious to individual people, objects, their
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interaction, or events. SpaceState [16] uses point clouds to identify
pre-defined static states of the room to adapt projection mapping
contents to the current usage of the space. However, the system
has no knowledge about causal relationships between those states.
With Substitutional Reality (SR), VEs match the layout of the
physical environment, but with different textures and details to
match the virtual setting stylistically (and/or particular physical
objects are replaced with similarly shaped virtual objects). Simeone
et al. [57] presented the SR concept and tested the effect of different
virtual alterations of physical props on the VR user experience.
Other projects scanned the environment to automatically generate
an SR environment, such as a stylistically altered virtual representation for the immersed user [56, 58, 59] also in a mobile context
[4, 68]. Hettiarachchi et al.’s concept of Annexing Reality [24] is
closely related to SR. They scan the user’s immediate environment
to find geometrically matching physical objects to be used as proxies for tangible interaction in VR. TransforMR [31] visually replaces
real-world objects and people with animated virtual counterparts
with the goal of maintaining semantically correct behavior.
Rather than altering physical space, the goal of our work is
preserving individual spatial entities and replaying inter-object
behavior at a later point. Therefore, we use a simplified replication
of a real office in our examples (Figure 1.1 and Figure 2) and process
objects moving inside, but our concept is also compatible with
visual alterations as presented in SR or closely related approaches.
2.2.1 Awareness and interruptions. Goerge et al. [21] found out
that people in a fully immersive setup feared disengagement from
the real world. One goal is therefore to increase awareness, so that
users retain their ability to interact with physical objects and to
communicate with co-located people, possibly without sacrificing
immersion. In A Dose of Reality [40], McGill et al. rendered portions of the real environment inside the VE (similar to Augmented
Virtuality in the taxonomy of Milgram et al. [43]), so that VR users
can still interact with physical objects and bystanders. The RealityCheck system by Hartmann et al. [23] rendered the physical space
around VR users directly into commercial VR games. A goal that is
in some ways contrary to increasing awareness has been to prevent
interruptions, e.g., from collaborators [7] or more generally blocking
distractions from the physical environment. For instance, Goerge
et al. investigated interruptions of VR users by bystanders [20].
Our Asynchronous Reality concept combines both goals (awareness and preventing interruptions) depending on the situation. The
immersed user is either fully aware of the physical surroundings
(i.e., we render people and objects live inside the VE), or we block
distractions and prevent interruptions (resorting to asynchronous
communication) whenever desired.
2.2.2 Causality detection. The playback component of our system
primarily focuses on causality. Nancel et al. [46] utilized causality
for improving undo/redo operations in 2D UIs. In MR, the laws of
causality can be utilized [3] or intentionally altered [39]. In contrast,
our goal is to create a reality that is asynchronous, but still obeys the
causal relationships from the real world. There are several visionbased methods for detecting causalities [17, 18, 47, 69]. For instance,
Brand et al. [2] analyzed causalities in video feeds to identify key
frames of causal events. For our AsyncReality implementation, we
use RGB-D cameras to detect events and causalities.
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Summary, positioning, and goals

In contrast to traditional MR systems that focus on adding virtual
content to reality or on fully immersing the user, there is a recent
trend of creating new realities by incorporating the physical environment in different ways as outlined above. Our work combines
those techniques to create the concept of a purely asynchronous reality, which conceptually does not add virtuality1 , but only changes
the perceived occurrence of real events while obeying real causality.
Combining VR technology with RGB-D cameras is currently the
most suitable way of demonstrating our concept. However, our
time-focused alteration of reality makes it difficult to unequivocally position this concept within classical taxonomies such as the
virtuality continuum by Milgram et al. [43]. We thus consult the
RemixedReality design space by Lindlbauer and Wilson [37], who
define four high-level dimensions of modifications: Spatial, Temporal, Viewpoint and Appearance. Asynchronous Reality can
be primarily positioned within the Temporal modification and
in particular within the Temporal.playback modification. By using different color tints (sub-modification Appearance.recolor),
AsyncReality explicitly communicates, which events are remote
and/or from the past (e.g., blue tint in Figure 1.4). Hence, the goal of
an Asynchronous Reality is not to ‘deceive’ the user by pretending
that all interactions happen here and now. Instead, the goal is that
those asynchronous events are seamlessly integrated into the user’s
reality with many qualities of synchronous communication preserved. This can be compared to conventional video conferencing
versus voice-only communication: Even though users are aware
that they are not co-located, they still use body language and seek
eye contact for an overall better communication, i.e., we still act as
if we would talk face-to-face. Similarly, Asynchronous Reality is
about making communication across time seamless.
1 Note

that we also display virtual content in our examples (e.g., the virtual screen in
Figure 1.1), but those are for context and illustrative purposes rather than part of the
core concept of an Asynchronous Reality.

Figure 3: Scenario apparatus. We installed four Azure
Kinect cameras (A) in an office (B). Mouse and keyboard
serve as user input (see desk). The user wears an Oculus
Quest 2 (C) with a RealSense D435 camera mounted to it
(slightly angled downwards to capture hands and objects).

3

3.1

Figure 2: A virtual replication of the office in our scenario.
Instead of the real office, the user sees this reduced virtual
representation. Depending on the system state, we augment
this static replication with virtual content as well as parts of
real-time point clouds (live or recorded).

SCENARIO

Before formalizing the Asynchronous Reality concept, we describe
a specific scenario that we acted out with our AsyncReality prototype implementation. The scenario showcases a transition from a
synchronous to an asynchronous collaboration style. We encourage the reader to additionally watch the Scenario video inside the
‘Supplementary Materials’ of this publication because the scenario
contains many parts that are easier to understand in motion.

Scenario apparatus

In this subsection, we outline the specific components and virtual assets we used for our scenario. We set up an RGB-D camera
network (Figure 3.A) in one of our offices (Figure 3.B). In total,
we installed four static Azure Kinect cameras to capture real-time
point clouds of different parts of the room: the entrance, the table,
the whiteboard and the user’s desk. For output, we use an Oculus
Quest 2 (Figure 3.C). We attached a RealSense D435 camera to
it so as to capture additional live point cloud data from the user’s
point of view (e.g., when interacting with hand-held objects). As a
basis for our VE, we created a visually reduced virtual replication
of the office, which contains static furniture items, such as tables
and drawers (Figure 2). This way, there is considerably less camera
coverage required to create the impression of a self-contained room
without gaps along the surfaces. While remapping techniques for
navigation would be compatible with our approach [44, 48, 71], we
simply use a 1:1 mapping between the real and virtual motion because we envision future office environments that are intrinsically
designed around the use of immersive technology. We augment this
static replication with virtual content (e.g., Figure 1.1, Figure 4.1).
Furthermore, we selectively render live or recorded point clouds
for synchronous and asynchronous interaction, respectively.
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Scenario context: A small game studio

Our scenario takes place in a small game studio. The team is in the
middle of working on their current game (Figure 4.A). They plan to
release a physical toy of one of their game characters (a skull with
wings, Figure 4.A right) alongside the game to promote it. Therefore,
they already want to start prototyping the toy today. They already
have a 3D mesh of the character to be used in-game, but its shape
and size make it unsuitable for 3D printing. Two team members, Joe
and Anna, now discuss how to turn it into a 3D printable model.
They discuss the 3D model version at the whiteboard (WB) in Joe’s
office (Figure 4.B). They create a sketch of the character seen from
behind and conclude that it needs to be split into three pieces (two
wings and the skull). Afterwards, Joe puts on VR goggles and starts
working on the meshes (Figure 4.C left).

3.3

Synchronous part

At some point, while Joe is still wearing VR goggles, Anna drops by
to check how the 3D models are progressing. Joe sees her as a live
3D reconstruction inside the replicated environment (Figure 4.C
right). This is a synchronous—co-located interaction akin to Dose of
Reality [40] because they are both in Joe’s office and their timelines
align. Shortly after, Joe finishes the 3D meshes and calls Anna,
who is in her office now. He sees a live 3D reconstruction of Anna
(Figure 4.D). This is a synchronous—remote interaction [50]. After
sending the models to Anna for printing, Joe has no further tasks
related to the 3D print for now and wants to continue working
on the game. He switches to a programming task (Figure 4.E) and
turns on Focus Mode so that physical distractions are blocked.

3.4

Asynchronous part

As Joe enters Focus Mode, the collaboration transitions to an asynchronous style. Anna occasionally drops by whenever a piece has
finished printing and/or she has comments.
3.4.1 First asynchronous event. The skull piece is done first. Figure 1 shows this event in detail. Anna puts the skull on the table
and leaves a spoken message, encouraging Joe to take a look when
he has time (Figure 1.2). At some point, Joe takes a break from programming, sees a glossy shape on the table and triggers playback
(Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4). After inspecting the skull (Figure 1.5),
he returns to his programming task. His reality is up-to-date for
now because this first event was fully played back. In contrast, all
subsequent events occur while he remains in Focus Mode.
3.4.2 Events with causalities. ‘Recording’ in Figure 5 shows the
sequence in which Anna delivers the 3D printed pieces as well
as her interactions with the WB sketch. AsyncReality internally
generates a Causality graph (Figure 5 bottom-left). Each event
in the example graph (numbered circles) is bound to one or more
printed pieces or the WB sketch depending on what changed during
the event (small circles with images). Arrows indicate how those
changes are causal dependencies for later events. Changes that are
not a dependency are the final states and act as trigger zones for
later event playback. From here, we denote specific events as circled
numbers and describe the remaining events.
○
2 : The left wing is done. Anna brings it to Joe’s office and tries to
attach it to the skull while commenting that it does not fit very well.

Figure 4: Context (A) and synchronous part (B–E) of our scenario. The team members Joe and Anna plan to work on a
3D print model (B), which includes synchronous co-located
(C) and remote (D) interaction. The synchronous part ends
when Joe enters Focus Mode (E) while Anna prints the pieces.
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Figure 5: Scenario for event recording and causality-based playback. Left: While Joe is in Focus Mode, Anna brings pieces of the
3D print to his office one by one and leaves some comments. This generates a Causality graph (bottom-left). Right: Objects
are rendered as glossy shapes and act as spatial trigger zones to play back events. The playback order differs depending on
the order in which Joe approaches the trigger zones (example sequences A and B). In sequence B, Joe is only interested in the
updated sketch. Note that Joe already saw the playback of the first event earlier, so it is not part of the playback sequences.
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Figure 6: The timelines of Joe and Anna in our scenario. The vertical axis shows how space is shared (middle) or separated (top,
bottom). The time axis shows the order of events (horizontal distances do not indicate relative time spans between events).
○
3 : A first print of the right wing is done, but the print failed. Anna
puts the broken wing on the table while noting that she will print it
4 : While the right wing is re-printing, Anna drops by with
again. ○
an idea for improving the 3D model. She explains how it might
be better to make a hole that goes all the way through the skull
and adds red dashed lines to the sketch on the WB. Importantly,
within the same event, she touches the left wing. This makes the
annotations causally dependent on the left wing (see arrow from
○
2 to ○
4 in Causality graph). ○
5 : The re-print of the right wing
6 : Anna
has finished and Anna replaces the broken right wing. ○
has another idea for improving the print, but this time, she leaves
the message from remote. She uses VR goggles, virtually teleports
into Joe’s office and points to the sketch on the whiteboard while
explaining how the sides of the skull model need adjustments.
3.4.3 Joe exits Focus Mode. The ‘Triggers’ part in Figure 5 shows
the four trigger zones that represent the final states of the skull,
the left wing, the right wing, and the whiteboard sketch (also see
2,○
4,○
5 and ○
6 in
corresponding small circles at the bottom of ○
the Causality graph). The order in which Joe catches up with
reality depends on the order in which he approaches the trigger
zones. ‘Playback’ in Figure 5 shows two example sequences.
In Sequence A, Joe triggers the 3D print pieces first, starting
1 was already
with the skull. He already knows about the skull (○
played back when he took a break), but Anna later moved it when
2.
trying out the left wing. Therefore, AsyncReality plays back ○
The skull is now at its final state (note how there is no skull after
○
2 in the Causality graph). Therefore, AsyncReality fully reveals
and renders its live reconstruction. Afterwards, Joe touches the left
wing, which triggers the playback of Anna adding the dashed lines
to the WB sketch. Joe then tries out the skull and the left wing
to verify what Anna described. Shortly after, he approaches the
3 and ○
5 (bringing the broken right wing and then the
right wing. ○
finished right wing) are played back one after another (no matter
what the actual time difference between them was), as they are
both associated with the final state of the right wing. Finally, Joe
walks to the WB and plays back Anna’s (remote) remarks about
the geometry around the holes in the skull. In the end, he returns
to his desk and implements the changes suggested by Anna.
Sequence B is an alternative sequence. Joe directly goes to the
6 first. As illustrated in the Causality graph,
WB and thus triggers ○
○
6 is causally dependent on ○
1,○
2 and ○
4 . This is because Anna
had touched the left wing before altering the WB sketch. Therefore,
1 , which Joe already
those events are played back first (except for ○
6 makes sense for Joe. Joe then directly goes back to
saw), so that ○
3 and ○
5 , as he does not need to see them
his desk without seeing ○
to implement the suggestions on the WB.

3.5

Scenario: Summary

The scenario showcases different combinations of synchronous,
asynchronous, co-located and remote communication styles. Particularly in the asynchronous part, whenever Anna drops by with
objects or comments, there is no need for a separate digital channel to ask for availability or to provide transient information—she
simply enters Joe’s office without worrying about interrupting him.
Figure 6 summarizes how the two timelines of Joe and Anna interact. The purpose of the described scenario is not only to provide
a use case, but also to explain the behavior of the concept in different combinations of events and causalities. We used a physical
equivalent of a Focus assist function [42], but the same ideas apply
to other situations in which synchronous communication is not
available, e.g., the user being in a remote call or not in the office at
all. Even the relatively simple resulting Causality graph from this
scenario already covers many types of situations that we envision
in an Asynchronous Reality.

4

ASYNCHRONOUS REALITY CONCEPT

We now outline our design rationale and conceptual framework
of an Asynchronous Reality. Terms such as Causality, Event graph
etc. have previously been used in different forms (in HCI [46], but
predominantly in other fields such as statistics [70]). We use related
terms in simplified ways and now define them in the context of an
Asynchronous Reality in order to generalize from our scenario.

4.1

Reality constraints

As soon as the user ‘freezes’ the time around them (e.g., by activating Focus Mode or by initiating a remote call), time will perceptually
only flow for objects in the user’s personal space (mouse and keyboard or objects to pick up like a coffee mug). Yet no external events
will be noticeable for the user. A metaphor for this is a ‘time bubble’ around the user within which time flows normally. Everything
outside the bubble becomes ‘frozen’, so the room remains in the
same state. When creating such a reality that is ‘out-of-sync’ with
the physical environment, we are still bound to three constraints2
from reality, which we describe in the following.
Physical intrusion: A spatially mismatched reality ‘collapses’
as soon as a user approaches physical objects that have been added
or moved while the user was immersed. Therefore, we turn this
Physical intrusion constraint into a form of user input to update
the state of the room locally. By approaching parts of the room that
have changed, those parts eventually enter the user’s time bubble.
2 Note

that we use the term ‘constraint’ in a high-level conceptual sense rather than in
a mathematical sense as for instance in optimization.
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This updates the room parts including objects in the user’s reality
and they remain at this state, even when they are not in the time
bubble anymore. Our implementation of this concept generates
trigger zones around regions that are out-of-sync with the user’s
reality. Inspired by unobtrusive ambient notifications in physical
spaces [27], trigger zones appear as semi-transparent glossy artifacts that resemble the physical objects (for instance, Figure 1.3 and
‘Triggers’ in Figure 5).

part of the scenario, the events of the table were played back even
though Joe was standing at the whiteboard because the transient
6 makes
information of the physical left wing was required so that ○
sense. This is an example in which the Causality constraint overrides the Spatial relevance. The Physical intrusion has the
highest priority, i.e., if users physically approach or pick up objects
too early (before playback finishes), a system should reveal them as
a last resort even though Causality is not fulfilled—also for safety.

Causality: The previous constraint alone is not sufficient for a
coherent reality. If the objects are simply being displayed inside the
user’s time bubble as they enter it, there would still be no causal
connection in the user’s reality for those objects, i.e., no ‘reason’
for them having changed their state. In addition, the user might
need the transient information that the person who manipulated
the object provided as well as all transient information from other
relevant events leading up to the object’s state. Storing those causal
relationships is the main purpose of a Causality graph.

4.1.2 Physical versus semantic causality. We distinguish between a
Physical causality (i.e., based on physical manipulations) and a
Semantic causality. In the context of our concept, a Semantic
causality occurs when users (verbally) refer to a specific object as
part of an event, e.g., by talking about an object on the table. As
opposed to Physical causality, Semantic causality would require
advanced inference, enabled through methods in artificial intelligence and large amounts of demonstration data to train automatic
detection. Instead, our approach inherently supports a simple semiimplicit interaction in which users physically touch objects that
are relevant for their message to turn a Semantic causality into a
4 in Figure 5, in which
Physical causality. A concrete example is ○
Anna touched the left wing before talking about it at the whiteboard, thereby naturally turning the semantic connection between
the sketch annotation and the wing into a Physical causality.

Spatial relevance: Because the playback is registered with the
physical environment, its usefulness also depends on where exactly
the user is situated during playback. A playback achieves high Spatial relevance if it contains events during which the user is at
a suitable location while experiencing the playback. For instance,
in the scenario sequence A, Joe is standing next to the whiteboard
6 , which yields a high
while Anna is pointing to the sketch in ○
Spatial relevance because he can easily follow the message.
4.1.1 Constraint-satisfying playback. A trivial solution for quickly
bringing an immersed user up-to-date after ‘unfreezing time’ (e.g.,
exiting Focus Mode, ending a call) would be to simply play back all
events back-to-back in the sequence in which they occurred, no
matter where in the room they occurred (chronological solution).
This would trivially fulfill the aforementioned hard constraints
Physical intrusion and Causality. However, this can lead to a
low Spatial relevance because the user might be far away from
the locations of the events that are played back.
A major difference to purely digital asynchronous messages (e.g.,
e-mail inbox) is that physical events are physically and semantically
tied to a location and/or object in the room. For instance, updates
of a whiteboard should appear when the immersed user is standing
next to it, so they can directly engage after the playback ends (e.g.,
adding annotations, picking up the updated object). In this regard,
the most suitable option may be playing back the event purely
depending on where the immersed user is—no matter when the
event occurred (space-only solution). However, in many cases this
option would violate causality. For instance, objects would be
moved around before they have been brought into the room or
annotations would be added to sketches that are not there yet.
This leads to our main goal for event playback: achieving an as
high as possible Spatial relevance (a soft constraint) while always
meeting the Physical intrusion and Causality constraints (hard
constraints). Therefore, our approach aims to identify only the minimally needed causal relationships between events (as opposed to
assuming that every future event is causally dependent on every
past event) and uses physical objects as triggers for starting a playback. This implies that the Causality has priority over the Spatial
relevance. For instance, in the Sequence B of the asynchronous

4.2

Causality graph components

To meet the different reality constraints, we generate a Causality graph as exemplified in the scenario (Figure 5 bottom-left).
A Causality graph contains Events and their causal relations
(Figure 7). The graph is always acyclic (an event cannot depend on
itself or future events).
A Causality graph can be constructed successively whenever
a new event occurred. As a basis for causality, we first look at
the difference of the room between right before and right after an
event. Changes like added, moved or removed objects create Manipulations, which we abbreviate with ∆. The simplest example
is a person who enters a room (event starts just before door opens),
places an object inside the room, and leaves (additional object in the
room after the event). In this case, the only ∆ is the added object.
Furthermore, touching objects or surfaces during the event also
counts as a ∆ (even though no object is moved between event start
Causality node 0..NΔC per Ev

Event

1
Trigger
0..NΔT
per Ev

ΔT

ΔC

1..NCf per ΔC

0..NCd per Ev

a ΔC of 1 is a causality for 2
2 is causally dependent on a ΔC of 1

2
ΔT

Manipulation Δ (either ΔC or ΔT )
( NΔ= N ΔC+ NΔT)
1..NΔ per Ev

Figure 7: Generalized components of a Causality graph.
Every event has one or more Manipulations (∆). Each ∆ is
either a Causality node (∆C) or a Trigger (∆T). An event
can depend on one or more Causality nodes (not necessarily from the same event).
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Figure 8: We use two sponges (A) to generate examples for multiple ∆ per event (B) as well as graphs with converging and
diverging causalities (C). (A) shows a photo (top) and reconstruction inside our VE (bottom). In (B) we put both sponges on the
1 with two Causality nodes), whereas in (C), we put them on the table
table within the first event (leading to a single event ○
1 &○
2 with one Causality node each). We separate the sponges within one event ○
3 in
within two separate events (events ○
4 &○
5 in (C), respectively.
(B) or two separate events ○
and end). We currently do not consider events without any Manipulations (e.g., a person entering, only leaving a spoken message,
and leaving again), i.e., those could simply be treated separately
and played back chronologically. This means that in a Causality
graph, each event has at least one Manipulation (N ∆ ≥ 1). Every
∆ is either a Causality node or a Trigger, i.e., N ∆ = N ∆C + N ∆T .
A causality originates from an individual Manipulation of an
event (not directly from the event itself) and points to the event
that depends on that Manipulation, which leads to the concept of
Causality nodes. A Causality node is a ∆ that is also a causal
dependency for at least one future event. In our visualizations,
a Causality node is a circle (e.g., circled ∆C in Figure 7) with
outgoing arrows pointing to the events it is a causality for.
In fact, an event can depend on two or more Causality nodes
of a single previous event. For instance, in Figure 8.B, we place
1 . Thus, ○
1 generates two Causality
two objects on the table in ○
2 depends on, because we
nodes (one per object), both of which ○
attach them to each other, leading to a single Causality node in
○
2 . Finally, ○
3 depends on that single ‘assembled’ object, which we
separate again within one event.
Other possible emerging structures are converging and diverging
causalities (Figure 8.C). For instance, an event could depend on the
objects of multiple events, which were previously independent (in
1 and ○
2 converge in ○
3 ). Conversely, multiple events
Figure 8.C, ○
could depend on the same Causality node, but do not depend on
4 and ○
5 diverge after ○
3 ).
each other (in Figure 8.C, ○
6 in the scenario is also causally
Causalities are transitive (e.g., ○
1 ,○
2 and ○
4 ). However, we
dependent on the Causality nodes of ○
only visualize and process direct causalities because the additional
indirect causalities do not change the behavior during playback.
A Trigger is a ∆, which is not a causal dependency for any
future event (circled ∆T in Figure 7), e.g., an object that was not
manipulated anymore in subsequent events. In the graph visualizations, Triggers are located below the event and stack up if there
3 in Figure 8.B).
are multiple in one event (e.g., ○

Overall, from an object-based perspective, a Trigger can be seen
as the final physical state of an object, whereas Causality nodes
can be seen as intermediate states (which always implies that the
object was touched and/or moved in a later event). Initially, every
∆ of a new event is a Trigger. However, subsequent events can
turn Triggers of previous events into Causality nodes if they
depend on them. An event can have both, Triggers and Causality
2 , but ○
4 still
nodes (e.g., in Figure 5 the skull is in its final state in ○
2 ). There can also be separate connected
depends on the wing of ○
components in the Causality graph if no dependencies exist across
sets of events. This happens when events occur in separate parts
of the room or, more generally, when separate objects are never
manipulated within one event (e.g., the right wing in the scenario).
All Triggers have associated trigger zones in the physical space.
Approaching them requests playback of the event that the Trigger
is assigned to. It makes no difference, which Trigger of an event
(if it has more than one) is used to initiate its playback. Whenever
a playback is triggered, we recursively check whether the event
depends on Causality nodes of events that are not played back
5 in
yet. We play back those dependencies first (e.g., triggering ○
1,○
2 and ○
3 first, but not ○
4 ). If an event
Figure 8.C would play ○
was played back, then all its Causality nodes are ‘reached’, meaning it does not need to be played back again if future events that
depend on those are played back. Furthermore, its Triggers become ‘unmasked’ and we remove associated trigger zones, i.e., the
user then sees the object live and can interact with it.
It is worth noting that users do not need to understand the causal
relationships between the events to experience a coherent reality.
Causality must be fulfilled for subsequent events to make sense, but,
as with other forms of communication, peers do not need to keep
track of the explicit causal relationships of their actions or actions
of others. Therefore, instead of revealing the causal relationships,
we utilize the Physical intrusion to trigger the playback of events
while the Causality determines the sequence of events, i.e., an
Asynchronous Reality based system handles this automatically.
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Figure 9: Overview of the general system architecture and data flow of AsyncReality. The system receives RGB-D data from
the local or remote room (top-left) as well as from the space around the user (top-right). If the user unavailable (e.g., Focus
Mode) or currently catching up with reality, then the asynchronous processing and rendering pipeline is used (see left-most
condition). Otherwise, the system simply renders the point clouds live (local space and/or from remote space during calls).

5

ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOTYPE

In this section, we explain how to turn an Asynchronous Reality
into practice by describing our AsyncReality system. This includes
a general software architecture as well as our specific prototype
implementation, both of which are not tied to our scenario apparatus presented earlier. We conclude with use-case agnostic system
tests and a brief reflection on our approach.

5.1

Components and algorithm

In this subsection, we follow Figure 9 to describe AsyncReality’s
software components and dataflow. The primary input of AsyncReality consists of multiple RGB-D streams (including from remote).
Note that for all point cloud renderers (bright blue nodes), we remove points that are close to the static surfaces of the environment
because those surfaces are already rendered by our virtual replication (Figure 2). In the case of surfaces of interest (such as the whiteboard in the scenario), we additionally project time-accumulated
color values from the RGB-D camera to the texture of the static
mesh (always updating portions that are currently not occluded).
The point cloud around the user is always rendered (note how RGBD frame : User is unconditionally pointing to Personal space
renderer). The remaining parts depend on the user’s availability.
If the user is available and his or her reality is in sync (see leftmost condition), then we simply render the live point cloud of the
environment (note the direct arrow to Environment renderer).
Otherwise, we initiate the asynchronous pipeline, which includes
event detection and causality detection.
5.1.1 Event detection. We start with a Background subtraction,
whereas the initial background is captured when the user freezes
time (e.g., enters Focus Mode). By averaging over multiple frames
and masking out contours of the captured background, we also
reduce noise. We detect events (see Event detection node) by
checking whether enough depth values differ from the background.
Whenever an event is detected, we start recording the RGB-D and
audio streams. By using circular buffers, we can start the recording
a few frames back, i.e., from the moment just before the event
starts. In addition to recording, we also ‘trace’ the regions at which
the depth data is close, but not inside the static surfaces (between

2 cm and 5 cm above background) similar to Lightspace [65]. We
accumulate traces over multiple frames. In particular, for every
pixel we count the amount of frames the depth value was within the
threshold (this can also be seen in motion as part of the ‘SystemTest’
videos in the supplementary materials).
Whenever enough depth values stop changing between frames,
we stop the event recording. In addition to the recording, the event
stores the trace so as to use it later for causality inference as well
as another smoothed snapshot right after the event ends. We then
add the new event to the set of Events, which is simply a list of all
events (with no information about causality at this point). Furthermore, we update the Current background with the smoothed
snapshot that we took at the end of the most recent event. This
means that subsequent event detection steps are based on the new
background and the process repeats.
5.1.2 Causality inference. Whenever a new event was recorded,
our system requests the Causality inference to update the Causality graph. By comparing the smoothed snapshots of the end of
the event with the start of the event, we find all depth pixels that
have changed (additions and subtractions). The connected components then represent the Manipulations of the event (one ∆
per connected component). As soon as a ∆ overlaps with a ∆ of
a previous event, we add a dependency. In addition to checking
those states, we check the aforementioned ‘traces’. If those traced
regions overlap with previous Triggers, then they also generate a
4 of Figure 5). It also allows
causality (e.g., the touched left wing in ○
to detect where the sketch at the whiteboard was altered or pointed
5 &○
6 in Figure 5). Finally, our Causality inference
at (e.g., ○
stores Manipulations that currently do not have overlap with any
other ∆ and keeps the Trigger zones up-to-date accordingly.
5.1.3 Triggers and playback. The RGB-D masking step masks regions inside and around the Trigger zones from the depth stream,
so that the user only sees objects that are outside the trigger zones
(this is similar to the idea of Diminished Reality [45]). Only this
masked stream is then forwarded to the Environment renderer.
With this, the user can interact with objects, even if not all events
in the room have been played back. The Trigger renderer renders
all trigger zones that have not been unmasked yet, i.e., the portions
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Test B

Test C

Figure 10: The resulting Causality graphs of our three system tests. In (A), we moved the sponges in a sequence so as to
generate various combinations of Causality nodes and Triggers. In (B), we iterated through all combinations of three
different sponges touching / not touching a big sponge in the middle (green). (C) is a stress-test with 36 events, whereas we
only moved sponges of the same color within each event.
that where removed from the live stream are replaced with the
static coarse glossy shapes (we use a bilateral filter with a large
spatial kernel). The other input for the pipeline is the point cloud
around the user (e.g., in the scenario, primarily the HMD-attached
RealSense), which we use to trigger event playback by checking
whether a sufficient amount of points overlaps with a trigger zone.
Based on the Causality graph, the Playback manager then initiates the event playback (while meeting the Causality constraint
by checking which dependent events have been played already)
whereas the Event playback renders the playback as point cloud.
5.1.4 Implementation. Our implementation of the architecture
runs inside Unity2020.3.14 LTS. For handling the dataflow, network
streaming and rendering of real-time point clouds, we use the Velt
framework [15]. On top of using existing dataflow processing steps
(e.g., depth image compression [64]), we implemented the specific
functionalities like event detection in the form of custom Velt nodes.

5.2

System tests

In order to test our implementation in different situations, we moved
simple geometric shapes on a table in controlled sequences while
the AsyncReality event detection and causality inference were running. We used sponges of different colors and shapes (also see
Figure 8.A). In the following, we will use Figure 10, which shows
the graphs that AsyncReality generated based on the tests, as a
visual reference. We encourage the reader to also watch the ‘SystemTest’ videos in the supplementary materials, which include the
intermediate steps of the Causality graph generation. We used a
single Azure Kinect for the system test.
Before conducting Test A, we sketched a Causality graph
with various combinations of Causality nodes and Triggers.
Afterwards, we moved the sponges in a sequence that generates
the Causality graph that we sketched beforehand. With this,
we wanted to test whether we can reconstruct a given graph and
whether the system behaves as expected. In Test B, we tested a more
structured sequence. We took four sponges of different shapes and
colors with the largest one (green rectangle) in the middle. Across
the events, we alternately moved different outer sponges towards to

or away from to the rectangular sponge. The eight events are then
all combinations of the three sponges touching or not touching the
big sponge. Test C is a stress test with 36 events (we envision such
cases to happen when a user is not present for a day for instance
and many events occur in the office throughout). We used various
sponges with different shapes and colors (1 × green, 2 × red, 2 ×
yellow, 4 × blue) and first distributed them more or less randomly
on the table. Then, within each event, we only moved sponges of
the same color (not necessarily all per color) while also occasionally
assembling and disassembling two or more same-colored sponges.
The expected behavior is then that there is no causality across
sponges of different colors. As can be seen in the Causality nodes
and Triggers of the resulting Causality graph, AsyncReality
generated four independent sub graphs—one for each color.

5.3

Object-based versus region-based detection

It is noteworthy that the connected components in our approach
are often, but not always separate objects and we do not keep track
of the shape of those regions. With this, it is easy to generate event
sequences in which a single object incorrectly causes changes in
multiple separate regions. Figure 11 is a minimal example for this:
1 , we put the triangle on the table. Then, in ○
2 we rotate the
In ○
sponge around its center, meaning that the regions in the middle
of the object remain unchanged between events. This generates

Figure 11: Minimal case for incorrectly identified connected
components. The bottom row shows connected components
of changed regions within the event. Gray pixels indicate
regions where depth values increased from one event to an2 identifies two
other. When rotating the object in-place, ○
2.
objects, leading to two Causality nodes in ○
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two connected components of changes (see green and yellow parts
of incomplete triangle). Accordingly, two Causality nodes are
2 pointing to different parts of the same triangle (see
generated in ○
3 depends on both of them and
Causality graph). Importantly, ○
generates one final Trigger for the object when we move it to a
different location. The described inaccuracies could be addressed
with more advanced vision techniques. However, we argue that a
tracking approach does not need to be object-centric for causalitybased playback. In some cases, if an object is mistakenly detected as
relevant for an event, then either the playback behavior (i.e., what
the immersed user sees) is unchanged or an additional unnecessary
causality is added. However, while this might lead to a decreased
Spatial relevance (soft constraint), it does not violate Causality
(hard constraint). More problematic are non-detected causalities,
e.g., if the tracing does not detect that an object was touched. Therefore, in ambiguous cases, a system should add causalities.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Asynchronous Reality is designed for future immersive workplaces.
We developed the concept and showed the technical fidelity of our
approach, but there are still many open questions for the larger
context around future immersive workplaces.

6.1

Prototype versus vision

In our scenario and prototype implementation, we used an existing
office to showcase the principles. We added the RGB-D camera
infrastructure and moved furniture to best represent the use cases.
We use VR technology in our prototype because such technology is
currently the most suitable for demonstrating the concept. However, our vision of an Asynchronous Reality entails that the infrastructure, interior design, and immersive technology are fully
intertwined in future offices. More specifically, the physical architecture will be based around the fact that a large portion of the
working hours are spent with immersive technology. Depth cameras will be seamlessly integrated into the environment without
standing out as in our apparatus (Figure 3.B) and the camera arrangement will enable optimal coverage of the volume. All surfaces
will be optimized for depth sensing (i.e., bright and diffuse). The
headset will be natively linked to the depth cameras to optimize
rendering performance and reduce power consumption. Potentially,
future headsets will be comfortable and safe enough for wear while
walking larger distances, e.g., from office to office. All of this points
to more detailed questions for such systems.
6.1.1 Other situations and interactions. In this work, we aimed
to demonstrate the most crucial interactions for our envisioned
system, but there are many situations not yet covered in our design.
For instance, how would events be handled that do not make any
changes to the environment (e.g., person entering, saying something and leaving again)? According to our current assumption,
such events would neither be causal dependent on anything nor
create any causal dependency and could therefore just be played
back immediately after exiting Focus Mode. Furthermore, our work
has explored the perspective of a single immersed user, whereas the
interaction of the other collaboration peers will be equally meaningful in the future. There are still various interaction and system
design parameters, e.g., for responding to messages from the past.
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One solution could be that the immersed user would just verbally
respond while standing next to the played-back communication
partner, who would then receive the spoken response afterwards
(remotely or the next time the person is at the same location). Another challenge will be to deal with clashes of realities, e.g., when a
user plays back events while another person manipulates objects in
the same space. This currently counts as out-of-sync, so new events
would be recorded while currently catching up with previous events.
Overall, the co-existence and interaction of multiple asynchronous
realities yield multiple interesting research challenges.
6.1.2 Visual fidelity. An important aspect for the usability of a
system such as AsyncReality is its visual fidelity. Currently, we
use non-overlapping cameras so as to capture as much space as
possible with few cameras. Even though Regenbrecht et al. [53]
showed that users can adapt and interact within low resolution
point clouds, increasing the number of cameras and utilizing more
advanced reconstruction approaches [9] would make the system
more appealing for long-term usage.
6.1.3 Event and causality detection approach. Our current system
has no notion of an object and no semantics or datasets are needed
for recognition. This allowed us to keep complexity to a minimum
and focus on Physical causality. Future approaches could benefit
from 3D object segmentation or data-driven approaches to distinguish and recognize individual objects, which might lead to even
higher Spatial relevance when playing back events. Another
interesting extension could be increased automation by utilizing
more digital or real information. For example, playback could be
scheduled automatically, such as by linking events to digital information in addition to associating them with physical objects.
Similarly, the Focus Mode to manually switch between synchronous
and asynchronous communication could be replaced with sensing
approaches to automatically decide whether or not the user can be
interrupted [6]. Closely related, triggering playback could be based
on more factors than location (e.g., gaze and movement direction).

6.2

Human factors

The previous issues are comparatively unproblematic from a technology perspective, however, there are some discussion points from
a human-factor perspective. This includes formal user evaluations.
While the system as a whole is challenging to evaluate with current devices and work practices, it would be feasible to investigate
the understandability of specific interactions and workflows. In
the future, we could investigate how well an Asynchronous Reality supports a collaborative task, e.g., by comparing recording
and playback of Causality graphs with the baseline of synchronous communication including interruptions. In addition, there are
factors that go beyond the effectiveness of the system.
6.2.1 Well-being. There has been little investigation on the implications of using VR devices over a longer period, e.g., on an every-day
basis. With devices from today, a system such as AsyncReality could
only be occasionally used for a few hours, but probably not for the
whole working day. The extent to which a system based on Asynchronous Reality (or more generally immersive workspaces) can
be used depends on future developments in terms of ergonomics
with immersive devices.
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6.2.2 Privacy. Today, much information is already shared digitally
(personal and in workplaces) and video calls with personal webcams
are common, particularly in recent years and with emerging home
office settings. However, installing static cameras in the office raises
additional privacy concerns. In future Asynchronous Reality based
systems, camera streams could be kept entirely local, possibly with
a separate unit to receive, process, and render all streams without
a connection to a wide area network. In our scenario, cameras
were on at all times for the purpose of concept demonstration.
However, in a more minimal system, the event detection could
use less data streams (e.g., dedicated devices to track local changes
similar to existing event cameras) and only turn on RGB-D streaming
whenever an asynchronous message needs to be recorded.
6.2.3 Acceptance of asynchronous communication. Dzardanova et
al. [11] recently investigated the effectiveness of verbal and nonverbal communication in VR indicating that it can be comparable
with face-to-face communication. Those and other studies investigated different aspects of synchronous communication, however,
there is limited research about an asynchronous communication
style like demonstrated in our work. A system such as AsyncReality may not be immediately acceptable to office workers if it
were deployed from one day to another and would likely require
accustomization before it becomes as normal as talking into a smartphone to leave a voice message. While potentially less problematic
for asynchronous—remote communication, the asynchronous—colocated case might cause something akin to an uncanny valley effect
(primarily known from robotics and virtual characters [61]). When
entering the office to leave a message in AsyncReality, our communication partner is physically present, but the response arrives at a
later point. Most likely, this communication style will be reserved
for very short interactions like delivering a package paired with a
short instruction. There are many ways to circumvent this from
a system design perspective, e.g., if the person entering the office
is wearing VR goggles as well, then the communication partner
could be replaced by a more abstract avatar [10] or even by a simple recording icon (also to visually indicate that the person is not
available for synchronous communication).

7

CONCLUSION

We presented the Asynchronous Reality concept and our AsyncReality prototype system. Expecting a future in which immersive devices are commonplace for productivity work, we have investigated
co-located, remote, synchronous, and asynchronous collaboration
styles. Whenever a user is not in the office or unavailable in other
ways (e.g., in focused work or in a call), our approach records physical events and detects their causal relationships. We showed that
even with a relatively simple low-cost algorithm, it is possible to
detect events and causalities reliably enough to allow for immersive
playback that meets causality constraints. We presented a concrete
example of a AsyncReality-based working day and we conducted
use-case agnostic system tests to verify the system behavior for
controlled event sequences. While many open technological and
human-factor challenges remain before an Asynchronous Reality
can become fully feasible, we envision our concept to be applicable
to future immersive office environments. With this work, we also
aim to foster discussion about how to shape such future offices.
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